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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST 4 

1- Kemal Sunal, ....... films are still enjoyed by the young and the old alike, died of a heart 
attack in the year 2000. 

A) whose            B) what  
C) that                                      D) whom  

E) when 

2- I remember ....... something about the time of the meeting, but I can't remember it now. 

A) to tell  B) to have told                
C) having told                              D) to be told  

E) being told 

3- After the crash, he awoke in hospital and ....... that he ....... off the road into a lake. 

A) had been told/was driving  
B) told/has been driving 
C) was being told/drove 
D) was told/had driven  
E) has been told/would drive  

4- He was glad that he caught the bus at the last moment; otherwise, he ......... a taxi to 
work. 

A) might have hired  B) was supposed to hire  
C) would have had to hire           D) will have hired                                     

E) is going to hire 

5- Of all the blouses I was shown at the store, I didn't like ........., so in the end, I decided to 
wear something suitable from my old ........ for my sister's wedding. 

A) none/others  B) any/ones  
C) either/one                                 D) many/another  

E) much/any others 

6- The wind blew with ......... strength.......... it devastated all my flowers in the garden. 

A) such/that  B) the same/as  
C) more/than D) the most/for 

E) so/that 

7- Western Europeans have been surprised at ....... Turkish teams have been playing in 
European competitions. 

A) so good  B) much better  
C) such good D) how well 

E) too well 
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8- Once you ....... the basics of English grammar, you............. it much easier to improve 
your speaking ability. 

A) are mastering/have found  
B) have mastered/will find 
C) master /are finding 
D) mastered/are finding 
E) were mastering/had found 

9- According to the headmaster, repairs to the school ....... before the school year.......... . 

A) are completing/has begun 
B) will complete/is beginning 
C) are being completed/will begin 
D) have been completed/began 
E) will have been completed/begins 

10- The captain of the ship ......... a boat in the distance which ........ strangely. 

A) was spotted/floated 
B) would spot/has floated  
C) spotted/was floating 
D) had spotted/would be floating  
E) has spotted/had floated 

11- As they ....... nearer, it became apparent that the boat ........ at sea for a long time. 

A) would draw/would have drifted 
B) drew/had been drifting 
C) have drawn/drifted 
D) were drawing/was drifting  
E) draw/has been drifting 

12- I made a big effort ....... to the university for registration today only ....... that registration 
does not begin until next week. 

A) getting/having informed  B) having got/to inform                     
C) to have got/informing            D) to get/to be informed  

E) get/to have been informed 

13- Make sure that you ........ everything necessary before we ........ out for our journey. 

A) have packed/set  B) are packing/will set  
C) packed/are setting                  D) will pack/have set  

E) were packing/were setting 

14- Mr Eames ....... well for several days before he ....... to hospital from the office yesterday. 

A) didn't feel/was going to be taken 
B) hadn't been feeling/had to be taken 
C) hasn't felt/has been taken 
D) wasn't feeling/should have taken  
E) wouldn't feel/could have taken 
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15- No one expected him to marry ........ beautiful woman ........ her. 

A) such a/as                B) so/that 
C) much/than                D) the most/like 

E) too/for 

16- Though he studies ....... anyone else in the class, his marks are not very good. 

A) the hardest  B) so hard that  
C) harder than                            D) hard enough  

E) as hard 

17- I wish I was back in Istanbul because ....... city where I live now hasn't even got....... good 
football team. 

A) the/—                           B) a/any 
C) —/the  D) a/a  

E) the/a 

18- This term I ....... a paper about the plays of Christopher Marlowe, which ....... in the 16th 
century. 

A) wrote/have been written 
B) had written/were writing 
C) was writing/have written 
D) write/were being written  
E) am writing/were written 

19- The police have promised to let us know ....... they get any news. 

A) by the time  B) as soon as  
C) until                D) as far as  

E) whatever 

20- For the first several thousand years of human history, when nearly all work was in ....... 
agriculture ........ handicrafts, a great deal of labour was required. 

A) whether/or  B) so much/as  
C) such/that                             D) either/or  

E) barely/when 

21- As a result, ........ children in a family, ......... hands there were to get the work done. 

A) so many/so much B) the most/the most  
C) the more/the more     D) such a lot/enough  

E) too many/so many 

22- In those days, only ........ children of ....... wealthy and powerful avoided physical labour. 

A) a/a  B) some/a           
C) the/the D)—/any 

E) —/—                 
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23- In industrialised nations today, child labour is ........ an economic necessity because there 
is an adequate supply of adult labour. 

A) rather than  B) no longer  
C) so much                             D) much more  

E) any more 

24- In the underdeveloped and developing nations, ....... so much of the work is still 
agricultural and preindustrial, children still work  because the labour of ....... hands is 
needed. 

A) when/every  B) which/each 
C) where/all  D) that/most 

E) whose/many          

25- Women should never drink alcohol or smoke cigarettes ....... pregnancy. 

A) while  B) when 
C) unless  D) during 

E)in case  

26- Many people think of encyclopedias ........ the only reference books, which is correct to a 
degree because, of all reference tools, encyclopedias are .......important. 

A) for/so much  B) like/too  
C) such/more                             D) rather/as  

E) as/the most 

27- In a questionnaire, the wording of questions should be ...... neutral ...... possible, or it 
may influence the answer. 

A) so/that B) such/as  
C) as/as                                     D) more/than  

E) too/for 
 

28- For holiday-makers, hotels ........ by chains normally offer accommodation.............from 
the expensive to the luxurious. 

A) to operate/ranged  B) operating/to range  
C) being operated/range              D) operated/ranging  

E) having operated/having ranged 

29- But there are many privately owned inns and hotels that offer adequate facilities, both 
rooms and meals, for much ......... chain hotels. 

A) the most  B) less than 
C) so much  D) too many 

E) such a lot of 
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30- However, among all, ....... expensive for the average traveller is the pension, or 
boardinghouse, which offers inexpensive rooms and meals. 

A) the least  B) so much  
C) the most                                 D) the more  

E) far less 

31- Molly was disappointed, in the way her husband behaved after they were married, 
.........? 

A) didn't he  B) weren't they  
C) was she                                      D) did he  

E) wasn't she 

32- Due to bureaucratic procedure, the relief effort ....... so slow that by the time the food 
arrives, large numbers of children ....... of hunger. 

A) is/are dying  B) was/may have died    
C) had been/have died                 D) has been/will have died  

E) will be would be dying 

33- You ....... antibiotics unless you have consulted a doctor, or you ....... yourself more harm 
than good. 

A) can't take/must have done 
B) won't take/have done  
C) weren't taking/can do  
D) shouldn't take/might do 
E) haven't taken/will do  

34- People ....... on land ....... by the dam are seeking compensation from the government. 

A) lived/being flooded  B) have lived/flooded  
C) to be living/flooding  D) live/to have been flooded  

E) living/to be flooded 

35- I could think of ....... to say to console Jennifer other than to say that ........ was going to 
be all right soon. 

A) no one/everywhere  B) anything/nothing  
C) nothing/everything    D) someone/everybody  

E) something/nobody 

36- I ....... a client around 8 o'clock, so it is better if you ........ later. 

A) have been interviewing/came 
B) will interview/have come       
C) am interviewing/will come 
D) will be interviewing/come 
E) would have interviewed/were coming     
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37- ....... France was under German invasion ....... World War II, there was an active 
underground resistance. . 

A) Despite/in  B) While/during  
C) So that/when                         D) In case/for  

E) The moment/at 

38- I....... Japan claims that it is hunting limited numbers of whales for "scientific studies", 
other countries claim that the Japanese are engaged in large scale whale hunting for 
meat. 

A) Whereas  B) Because of 
C) As long as  D) In order that 

E) Besides 

39- Most of the plays .......... in ancient Greece are enjoyable performances...........even today. 

A) written/to watch  B) being written /watch  
C) having written/watched            D) writing/watching  

E) to be written/being watched 

40- I arrived at work worried about being late only to realise that I ....... because it was 
Sunday. 

A) must not have bothered  B) wasn't going to bother  
C) couldn't have bothered D) needn't have bothered  

E) don't have to bother 

41- Aya Irini ....... in the 6th century AD as a church, but today it ....... for concerts and 
exhibitions. 

A) built/has been used  
B) was built/is used 
C) had been built/has used  
D) has been built/is being used 
E) was building/will have used        

42- Because I got the time wrong, the match ....... by the time we.......... . 

A) was beginning/have arrived 
B) will have begun/had arrived 
C) had begun/arrived 
D) has begun/will be arriving  
E) began/were arriving 

43- With the opening of the new Metro system, it is hoped that there will be.........traffic 
during rush hour. 

A) a few  B) the least  
C) fewer            D) some  

E) less 
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44- You'd better wear another shirt as your blue one needs ....... and I have no time....... it 
now. 

A) to iron/to have done  B) to be ironed/doing  
C) being ironed/done      D) ironing/to do  

E) ironed/to be doing 

45- ......... in a conference in New York, I met my high school maths teacher, which was a nice 
coincidence. 

A) Although B) Despite                                            
C) Since             D) During                                                

E) While 

46- The restoration project ....... more quickly than anyone.......... . 

A) has completed/would have expected 
B) was completed/had expected 
C) was completing/was expecting 
D) had been completed/is expected  
E) is being completed/will be expected 

47- ....... of the ministers was expecting such a negative response from ....... public. 

A) None/the  B) Fewer/a 
C) Some/any D) Any/—  

E) No/some 

48- A: Do you think Julie will participate in the proje ct?  
B: ....... She would be more of a hindrance than help. 

A) I'm afraid so.  B) Does she really?  
C) I hope not.                 D) Nor will she.  

E) Neither do I. 

49- I borrowed ....... fantastic book from Mark, but forgot to return it to him on...........day we 
had determined. 

A) a/a  B) the/a 
C) a/the  D) —/the 

E) the/— 

50- Surely she ....... the race if she ....... down just before the finish line. 

A) would win/wasn't falling 
B) was winning/wouldn't fall 
C) had won/didn't fall 
D) was going to win/hasn’t fallen   
E) would have won/hadn't fallen  
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51- There is a growing realisation and worry that oil and natural gas are being used up 
relatively quickly, ....... has led to a search for alternative fuel sources. 

A) which  B) when  
C) where                                  D) that  

E) why 

52- Before penicillin ....... , people ....... of diseases that are easily cured today. 

A) was discovering/had died 
B) was discovered/used to die 
C) had been discovered/have died 
D) was being discovered/might die  
E) have been discovered/died 

53- You ....... up so late the night before your exam; now you look too tired to stay awake 
until the end of the exam. 

A) weren't going to stay        B) haven't been staying  
C) may not have stayed             D) ought not to have stayed  

E) didn't use to stay 

54- He listened to her story ....... she could not help but trust him. 

A) such a sympathetic  B) too sympathetically  
C) so sympathetically that  D) as sympathetically as  

E) more sympathetic than 

55- The first prime minister of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Patrice Lumumba, 
held office for less than three months and was murdered by his opponents four months 
after ......... from office. 

A) having ejected  B) being ejected                                                           
C) to eject                            D) to be ejected  

E) to be ejecting 

56- Today, he is revered as a national hero, ........ for his courage and ambitions......... for his 
accomplishments. 

A) more/than  B) so/that 
C) such/as  D) the most/like 

E) too much/that  

57- ......... in 1968, Martin Luther King is still an inspirational figure to Americans of all 
races. 

A) Assassinating  B) Having assassinated  
C) To assassinate                         D) Assassinated  

E) To be assassinated 
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58- No one knows ....... he would have become the first black president of the United States 
or not had he not been killed. 

A) why  B) how       
C) when                               D) whether  

E) that 

59- Uranus and Neptune are two of the largest planets in our solar system, but...........of them 
is visible with the naked eye. 

A) every B) neither 
C) both              D) either 

E) any     

60- Because of rising populations and over-fishing, fish are not nearly ....... plentiful....... they 
used to be.          

A) much/than  B) so/that  
C) too/for                          D) such/as       

E) as/as  

61- I ....... to Sierra Leone on holiday just now if I ....... you, as it is not very secure nowadays. 

A) don't go/would be  B) haven't gone/had been  
C) wouldn't go/were                 D) wasn't going/could be 

E) didn't go/have been  

62- We ......... so busy at work these days that I'm afraid summer ......... over before I can go 
on holiday. 

A) are/will be  B) would be/was  
C) will be/has been                     D) have been/is  

E) were/would be 

63- Writing originated in ancient Mesopotamia, ....... it was first used for keeping records 
and accounts. 

A) which B) where 
C) that  D) when 

E) how  

64- ......... is thought to be attractive has changed so much in each period of history that it is 
difficult to define universal principles of good design. 

A) How  B) That 
C) When  D) What 

E) Who  
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65- Our company hired six new employees this year, all of ....... are fluent in at least one 
foreign language. 

A) —                                    B) whose 
C) that D) who                                            

E) whom 

66- Computer technology, which ....... at a rapid rate, ....... jobs for many young university 
graduates. 

A) is developing/had provided 
B) has been developing/provides 
C) has developed/has been provided  
D) developed/is being provided  
E) was developing/is providing 

67- ....... you had been given better financial advice, you could have retired by now. 

A) Since  B) If only 
C) Unless                    D) In spite of                  

E) By the time 

68- ........ you do, don't forget to pay the electricity bill today. 

A) However  B) Whomever  
C) Whichever                              D) Whenever  

E) Whatever 

69- The Olympics provide the world's best athletes with a chance to win glory both for ....... 
and for ....... country. 

A) their/their own  B) them/theirs  
C) themselves/their                       D) their own/them  

E) them/themselves 

70- ....... sculpture survives that can be definitely attributed to Leonardo da Vinci. 

A) All  B) Some 
C) Several  D) No 

E) None 

71- But from the numerous sketches for unfinished projects, it is known that he brought to 
sculpture ........ ingenuity and inventiveness ........ he gave to painting. 

A) the same/as  B) so/that     
C) such/that                                 D) rather/than  

E) similar/for 
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72- ....... rice is a staple food for some parts of the world, just as ....... potato is for others. 

A) The/a  B) A/a 
C) Any/—  D) A/any 

E) —/the  

73- The first paved road in the world is believed ........ in about 2500 BC in Egypt as an aid to 
the construction of the Great Pyramids. 

A) to have been built  B) to be built 
C) having built                     D) having been built  

E) to be building 

74- The Sinai Peninsula ........ under Egyptian control since World War I. 

A) has been  B) was  
C) will be                                  D) is  

E)can be 

75- Israel ....... the Sinai Peninsula during the Six-Day War of 1967, but under the terms of 
the 1979 peace treaty, it ....... to Egypt in 1982. 

A) has occupied/returned 
B) was occupying/would return 
C) had occupied/has been returned 
D) occupied/was returned 
E) would occupy/was returning 

76- The Monastery of St. Catherine, which was founded in about AD 527 at the base of 
Mount Sinai, is probably the world's ......... continuously inhabited Christian monastery. 

A) elder  B) eldest 
C) oldest  D) older 

E) so old  

77- Thailand is the home of the bridge on the River Kwai, ....... was made famous by the film 
of the same name starring Alec Guiness. 

A) where B) what 
C) which  D) whose                                            

E) when 

78- Apparently, I walked right by the building ....... I was looking for without recognising it. 

A) in which  B) —  
C) whose                                   D) where  

E) when 
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79- The first time I ....... the border into Malaysia, I felt at home even though I ...........there 
before. 

A) crossed/hadn't been 
B) was crossing/wouldn't be 
C) have crossed/wasn't   
D) had crossed/haven't been      
E) will be crossing/won't be 

80- The mechanic told me that he ....... my car today if he ....... the parts. 

A) is fixing/may get  B) fixes/can get  
C) would fix/could get               D) has fixed/should get  

E) can fix/will get 

81- We had such a wonderful holiday that we wished it ....... never.......... . 

A) is/ending  B) will/end  
C) was/ending                             D) has/ended  

E) would/end 

82- The population of Istanbul is about ten times ....... it was twenty-five years ago. 

A) large enough  B) so large that  
C) too large for                       D) as large as  

E) the largest 

83- Stephen did not really want the job that I got,..........? 

A) didn't he  B) did I  
C) was he                                D) did he  

E) didn't I 

84- In western Tibet, there is a mountain called Kailash, which ...... Hindus.........Buddhists 
regard as the centre of the world. 

A) the same/as  B) whether/or  
C) such/as                                   D) rather/than  

E) both/and 

85- I was on a cycling trip around Europe ....... I first met my future wife. 

A) unless  B) during  
C) when                                      D) nowhere                         

E) whenever   

86- Don't phone me at home ....... you have a genuinely valid reason. 

A) unless  B) however 
C) provided that  D) so that 

E) in spite of 

87- I wish I ....... this medicine for a whole week; the side effects are worse than the disease. 

A) don't have to take  B) didn't have to take  
C) won't be taking                     D) haven't been taking  

E) must not have taken 
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88- ....... I ask Jayne to go out with me, she makes some silly excuse. 

A) Sometime  B) Every time  
C) Both times                               D) Either lime  

E) Sometimes 

89- ....... she says she has to wash her hair, and on ....... occasions, she says she has to stay in 
with her sick parakeet. 

A) All the time/another  B) Neither time/the other  
C) Any time/any other                   D) Sometimes/other  

E) Every time/some other 

90- Somehow the spies managed ....... atomic secrets out of the United States without ....... by 
the FBI.  

A) smuggle/having been caught 
B) to have smuggled/catching 
C) to smuggle/being caught 
D) smuggling/to catch 
E) to be smuggled/to have caught 

91- They did not do it out of loyalty to another country, but simply ....... make a lot of money. 

A) even if  B) in order to 
C) in case  D) so that                     

E) because  

92- The government cannot decide between several economic programs because, with the 
elections approaching, ....... one it chooses must satisfy the voters. 

A) however  B) whatever  
C) whomever                            D) whichever  

E) whenever 

93- People contribute to charities so that they can help people less fortunate than.......... . 

A) themselves  B) another  
C) they each                     D) each other  

E) their own 

94- If you are contributing to a charity, however, you should investigate it first to be sure 
exactly ....... your money is going. 

A) that  B) which 
C) where  D) how 

E) whom 

95- For example, some charities put ....... money into administration that there is....... left 
over for good works. 

A) too much/some  B) more/no  
C) enough/none                          D) so much/little  

E) whole/not much 
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96- Although it seemed natural to our ancestors, slavery is now considered........... barbaric 
institution ....... it is banned in every country in the world. 

A) so/that  B) the most/than 
C) as/as D) too/so 

E) such a/that  

97- ....... religious restrictions, the beautiful beaches in Saudi Arabia will never become 
tourist resorts. 

A) Since  B) However 
C) Although       D) Due to 

E) In case  

98- There were ....... points of contention to be resolved in a single meeting, so we decided to 
continue the next day. 

A) too many  B) the most  
C) enough                       D) such a lot  

E) so much 

99- We ....... home to discover that our house ....... by the bank while we were on holiday. 

A) arrive/is being repossessed 
B) were arriving/was repossessing 
C) have arrived/is repossessed 
D) had arrived/has repossessed  
E) arrived/had been repossessed                                                            

100- Until we lost it, we had never realized just ....... important our house had been to us. 

A) so  B) how  
C) what     D) the most  

E)such an 
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